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 What are wiki pages? 

Wiki Pages are meant to be user-created community editable pages covering a specific wiki or
wikis. Similar to a wiki, wiki pages allow users to share their knowledge of volcanology and
related areas. 

 Who can make a wiki page? 

Anyone with an account can create a new article. When creating a new article, the initial
contributor can choose to have a defined list of authors, all of whom can edit the page, or have
an open, wiki-like format where anyone can contribute. 
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Create a Ghub Tool with Rappture Builder

Created on 19 Sep 2012

This set of instructions takes you through creating and deploying a Ghub tool based on C code.
It describes how to use the Rappture builder to quickly create a GUI to deploy your tool onto
Ghub. For more information on the high-level process of deploying a tool, refer to Ghub tool
development...

Read more ›

 

Instructions for Contributing

Created on 05 Dec 2011

1. It is necessary for you to be a registered Ghub user for you to contribute materials and for
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you to be listed as the author of the resource(s) you are posting. If you are not yet a member,
register here and login. If you are not the author of the material you are posting, make sure that
author...

Read more ›

 

Contribute Educational Materials

Created on 05 Dec 2011

Thank you for sharing your educational materials with the Ghub community! When contributing
your materials, please read and follow the instructions below carefully. For information on
intellectual property considerations, click here. 1. Instructions for Contributing 2. Contribute Now

Read more ›
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